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	Untitled

	Site Name: Commonplace Cooperative
	Location: Providence, Rhode Island
	Internship Dates: Flexible; January 1-12th
	Modality: Hybrid or Fully Remote
	FTPT: Flexible; Part Time for 2 Weeks Preferred
	Requires Credit YN: Not Required
	Other Terms: 
	Number of Winterns: 1-3
	Text4: Commonplace Cooperative is an early-stage startup working for the common good at the intersection of Media, Technology, and Community Organizing. We are designing a social media and networking app to help local people to support one another & improve their shared community. But we’re not a tech company. Commonplace is a platform cooperative, which means we are owned by our workers and users.Commonplace also provides services within our Providence-based network. Offerings including media production, web design, and event coordination. A few recent partnerships include: the Providence Library of Things; the RI Cannabis Justice Coalition; Rescuing Leftover Cuisine; Fuerza Laboral; and Break the Cycle Cooperative Hub. In Spring 2024 our social platform will launch its beta for Rhode Island organizers. https://opencollective.com/commonplace
	Text5: We’re pleased to invite winterns into our diverse community of organizers, coders, and creatives. More than any specific skill set, we expect curiosity, creativity, compassion, and drive from all Commonplace collaborators. In return, we are committed to tailoring your role to your passions and preferences, and to offering ample opportunities to experiment, learn, and network. In collaboration with our team, you will set clear, measurable goals at the start of the internship, then work—sometimes independently, sometimes with peers and advisors—to execute on your plan. For the winter, we envision internships in the following disciplines:User Experience & Interface Design. Areas of work could include: Conducting secondary or primary research to understand the needs of our users; developing personas and user stories; designing guidelines for style and branding; drawing wireframes; creating prototypes; testing for accessibility & usability. Digital Media Production. Areas of work could include: Multimedia storytelling, social media strategy, editing footage from past productions, conducting oral history interviews, and writing or editing articles. For those interested in traveling to Providence, further assignments could entail original documentary photography or videography.Outreach/Publicity. Areas of work could include: Design of materials (for education, recruitment, or sales) promotional strategy, event coordination, brand & marketing design. 


